A Prince Among Men (Red, Hot & Blue)

Who needs a prince when theres a sexy
soldier in your bunk? Hoo-rah!Red, Hot &
Blue, Book 9Sergeant Ryan Pettit blogs
anonymously as Groundpounder, recording
non-confidential details of a deployment
where every day feels exactly the sameuntil
a female reporter shows up at his firebase.
And he realizes nothing will ever be the
same again.Though his orders are
clearprotect her, but make her life so
miserable she high tails it back to
Londonthe last thing he wants is to watch
her leave in a cloud of Afghanistan
dust.Intrigued by Grondpounders blog
posts, Vicki Vanover flirted, bribed, and
outright threatened her way to the front
lines outside of Kandahar. Nothing has
ever stopped her from getting a story, but
an accidental night in Ryans bunk is a
distractionand
attractionshe
never
anticipated.Yet Afghanistan leaves Vicki
with more questions than answers. Why
wont Ryan let her anywhere near the local
women she wants to interview? Who is the
mysterious, red-headed Lt. Wales everyone
treats with such deference? Worst of all,
why is watching Ryan run toward danger,
instead of away from it, enough to stop her
heart.Warning: Contains super hot sexual
encounters in the war zone.
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Times bestselling author, Cat Johnson writes the USA Today bestselling Hot SEALs series, as well as contemporary
romance featuring sexyRED HOT & BLUE Red Blooded Smalltown Heat A Few Good Men BB Dalton Model Soldier
A Prince Among Men True Blue Check Out Cats Other Series!A Prince Among Men. (2008) (The ninth book in the
Red, Hot, & Blue series) A novel by Cat Johnson. Sergeant Ryan Pettit has a secret life blogging asFULL PDF
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